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Most Durable
Restroom
In 1972, Satellite began producing their very first polyethylene toilet, 
the Tufway. Using fewer parts made from high density polyethylene, 
the Tufway was built to withstand impact and abusive handling without 
cracking or breaking. As the portable sanitation industry grew the Tufway 
became a staple, with operators’ filling their yards. Built to last, the 
Tufway’s durable design has stood the test of time; it is not uncommon to 
see a Tufway that is 20-25 years old still operating. With a relatively low 
initial investment and minimal annual maintenance cost the Tufway is an 
extremely profitable restroom.

Color Key

Aqua

Royal Blue

Turbo Blue

Dark Blue

Purple

Willow Green (Panel Only)

Lime

Forest Green
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Brown (Door Only)

Yellow

Orange

Red

Maroon

Pink

White

Light Gray

Granite

Dark Gray
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Global

Specifications
Height - 88”
Width - 44”
Depth - 48”

Door Open - 24”w x 72”h
Floor Area - 784.4 in2
Tank Volume - 70 gal

Seat Height - 19.25”
Weight - 170 lbs

44”

48”

88”

Satellite’s Global restroom has leaped 
to the top of the industry, becoming a 
staple cost effective restroom for  
operators. The clean, rigid design of the 
Global makes it great for events or  
construction sites. Key features include 
the new impact base, three roll toilet 
paper holder, large hands-free door latch 
and hover handle. Increased side panel 
thickness and a solid door frame make 
the Global one of the strongest units on 
the market. The interior layout creates 
a spacious feel that gives the end-user’s 
more space to move around. Smooth 
side panels with shallow impressions 
reduce dirt and debris build up making 
the Global easy to clean.

One-Piece, Blow-M
olded Door

Hover Handles

Hands-Free Door Latch

Standard Colors

Premium Colors

Special Order Colors

Axxis
The Axxis restroom is a significant  
innovation to our line of portable 
restrooms and the portable sanitation 
industry. When Satellite set out to  
redesign the Axxis we listened and 
learned from the very best, YOU, our 
customer! Featuring durable stainless 
steel hinges, hands-free door latch, 
large hover handle, a re-engineered 
door assembly and Satellite’s impact 
base, the Axxis is not only an end-user’s 
dream, but an operator’s best friend. 
The improved features create a  
spacious feel that gives the users the 
room to move around freely. Smooth 
surfaces with shallow impressions  
reduce dirt and debris build up  
keeping the Axxis looking clean  
between services.

Specifications
Height Standard Roof - 89.25”
Height Keystone Roof - 92”
Width - 44”
Depth - 48”
Door Open - 27”w
Floor Area - 861 in2
Tank Volume - 60 gal
Seat Height - 18.75”
Weight - 165 lbs

44”

48”

89.25” / 92”

Standard Colors

Premium Colors

Hands-Free 

Door Latch 

 & Hover Handle 

60 Gallon Tank

Low Maintenance, 

Durable Hinges

Special Order Colors
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Special Order Colors

Maxim
3000

The most outstanding features of the 
Maxim 3000™ are its ultra-smooth walls 
and spacious interior. With no ledges to 
collect dust, debris or waste, the Maxim 
3000 can maintain a clean appearance 
long after a service call. Inside, the 
rounded corners create more open 
space, and a uniquely contoured tank 
provides end-users a more comfortable 
sitting position. Along with its beautiful 
appearance, the Maxim 3000 is also 
incredibly strong. By utilizing industry 
leading technology to create twin- 
panel walls and a blow molded front, 
the cabana is almost indestructible.  
The cabana is also strengthened by 
interlocking corners, a fitted base and 
an overlapping roof design.

Specifications
Height - 90”
Width - 44”
Depth - 48”

Door Open - 24”w x 75.38”h
Floor Area - 818 in2

Tank Volume - 70 gal
Seat Height - 18.75”

Weight - 189 lbs

44”

48”

90”

Ultra Strong and Smooth, 

Two-ply Walls

Vandal Proof 

Door Springs

Built-in
 Shelf, H

anging 

Hook and Mirror

Tufway

Specifications
Height - 88”
Width - 44”
Depth - 48”
Door Open - 24”w x 73”h
Floor Area - 830 in2
Tank Volume - 70 gal
Seat Height - 18”
Weight - 164 lbs

44”

48”

88”

Molded-In Vents

70 Gallon Tank

Unbreakable Corners

Standard Colors

Premium Colors

A unique combination of durability 
and comfort is why operators and end 
users have made Tufway the most used 
restroom in the world.

By design, the Tufway interior is built 
for user comfort. It has a spacious, well 
ventilated interior to reduce odors due 
to simple, yet important features. A 
combination of floor and molded-in wall 
vents facilitate continuous air flow. The 
urinal drains down the vent pipe, which 
prevents unwanted tank odors from 
venting back into the cabana. The seat 
is positioned at the furthest point from 
the urinal, away from odor and user’s 
direct sight. There is also a convenient 
door hook to hang a purse or jacket. 
Together, these features produce a 
more comfortable, pleasant experience 
for the end user.

Standard Colors
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Liberty

Specifications
Height - 91”
Width - 62”
Depth - 62”

Door Open - 37.2”w x 80.8”h
Floor Area - 3,364 in2

Standard Tank - 35 gal
Optional Tank - 68 gal

Seat Height - 18.5”
Weight - 250 lbs

62”

62”

91”

Developed as an alternative to full ADA 
compliant restrooms, the Liberty is a 
spacious, wheelchair accessible  
restroom that can also be promoted as 
a family-sized restroom. It has a  
patented flat-floor system for easy 
wheelchair access and maneuverability. 
The handrails and paper holder,  
together with the rotary latch, are 
designed and manufactured for simple 
end-user operation.

Operators have the distinct advantage 
of owning a restroom made from high 
molecular weight polyethylene that 
is durable and vandal resistance. The 
entire door frame, which is made of a 
vacuum formed twin sheet, can  
withstand hard hits and endless  
pounding without bending or buckling 
like metal frames. 

Standard Colors

Patented Flat Floor System

Easy-To-Grasp

Large Handles

Corner Stake Down Holes

6835
GALGAL

Freedom
The Freedom is a fully ADA and title 
24 compliant restroom, all within a 
smaller footprint! Longer handrails and 
the oversized closure latch make this 
restroom extremely user friendly for 
end-users in wheelchairs.

From the ground up the Freedom is 
stronger, using a custom-made  
vacuum-formed base, reinforced side 
panels and a strengthened roof.  
In impact tests, the floor and wall joints 
withstood a force twice as hard as  
previous designs without damage, and 
the beveled exterior floor edge  
improves forklift access for moving.

Specifications
Height - 90.5”
Width - 66”
Depth - 86.5”
Door Open - 32.7”w x 80.8”h 
Floor Area - 4,138 in2
Standard Tank - 35 gal
Optional Tank - 68 gal
Seat Height - 18.5”
Weight - 310 lbs

66”

86.5”

90.5”

New 50% Stronger 

Roof For Increased 

Snow Resistance

Vertical Channels For 

A More Rigid Frame

High Impact Beveled 

Edge Flooring

Standard Colors

35
GAL

68
GAL
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Aspen
The newly redesigned Aspen is a crowd 
pleaser and will elevate the mood of any 
event. The streamlined new design gives the 
Aspen a sleek and modern feel. Smoothing 
out and creating shallower impressions on 
the side panels and door gives the Aspen 
that WOW factor every end-user wants to 
see! New features include a more durable 
roof, larger tank, large splash resistant urinal, 
private molded-in vent screens, coat hook, 
enclosed door springs and closure, large 
hover handle, hands-free latch, impact base 
and the new universal shelf. As you can see 
Satellite’s Engineering team left no stone 
unturned when redesigning the Aspen.

Specifications
Height - 91”
Width - 45.5”
Depth - 47.9”
Door Open - 25” 
Floor Area - 858.9 in2
Tank Volume - 60 gal
Seat Height - 17”
Weight - 165 lbs

Splash Free Urinal

Hover Handle

New Universal Shelf

Integrated Grab Handles

Privacy Vent Screens

New 60 gal Tank

Universal Impact Base

Hands-Free Latch

Added Hook

45.5”

47.9”

91”

satellite industries  |  satelliteindustries.com  |  information@satelliteindustries.com  |  1.800.883.1123

Special Order Colors

Standard Colors

Premium Colors Premium Plus Colors



This restroom is built exclusively for the 
high-rise construction market and offers 
end users and operators a unique set 
of features. The Highrise is sized to go 
where other restrooms cannot. With 
the optional roof it is only 33.5 inches 
wide and 78.2 inches high. This allows 
the Highrise to be moved through 
halls and doorways to the place where 
workers need it most. The casters are 
sealed to prevent freeze up and can 
be greased for continued reliability. 
The frame and floor are made from 
galvanized metal to prevent damage 
while lifting and handling. This uniquely 
designed restroom fills the need for 
privacy, maneuverability and 
dependability.

Specifications
Height - 78”
Width - 31.2”
Depth - 53”
Tank Volume - 38 gal
Standard Weight - 257 lbs
Full-Feature Weight - 307 lbs

Exterior w/Roof
Height - 87.8”
Width - 33.5”
Depth - 54.5”

Interior
Height - 78”
Width - 30.1”
Depth - 55.25”

31.2”
53”

78”

Lift Kit
(Optional)

Fits Through Door Openings

Full or Semi Privacy

High
Rise

Specifications
Height w/Plastic Skid - 78.75”

Height w/Casters - 80.75”
Height w/Caster and Lift Kit - 88”

Width - 43”
Depth - 43”

Floor Area - 924.5 in2

Tank Volume - 60 gal

43”

43”

80.75”

Large Floor Plan

Lift Kit

(O
ptional)

Lockable, C
aster W

heels Ever get the request for a portable 
restroom that can fit inside of a freight 
elevator but still offers the same privacy 
as a standard size portable restroom? 
Look no further than the Poly Mini. 
Designed to keep its maximum height 
low enough to slide or roll into a freight 
elevator, the ‘Mini’ boasts the same  
interior and exterior features as our 
other standard sized units. The ‘Mini’ 
is also available with a lift kit for those 
hard to reach places.

Poly
Mini

Standard Colors

Premium Colors

Special Order ColorsStandard Colors
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Standard Colors

Premium Colors

Special Order Colors

Fresh
Start

Shower

Specifications
Height Standard Roof - 89.25”

Height Keystone Roof - 92”
Width - 44”
Depth - 48”

Door Open - 27”w
Floor Area - 1,681 in2

Weight - 154 lbs

44”

48”

92”

Have you been searching for an affordable 
response to those customers looking for 
single-unit showers? Here’s your answer: 
Satellite’s Fresh Start Portable Shower. 
Built within the empty cabana of a  
standard size portable restroom, the Fresh 
Start Portable Shower offers the  
conveniences of a home shower  
experience in a fully portable package. 
Water is heated to an average temperature 
of 115° fahrenheit by a propane-fueled,  
on-demand water heater that may be 
adjusted to suit the user’s comfort level.

Spray Soap Dispenser

Removable Hand- 

Held Shower Nozzle

On-Demand Propane 

Water Heater

All Available Options
• Baby Changing Station
• Hooks 
• Large Mirror
• Pro-22 Sink
• Shelves
• Solar Light
• Toilet Seat Cleaner
• Universal Dispenser
• Waste Basket

Large Mirror

Baby Changing Station

35 or 68 Gallon Tank

Looking to give your customers a little 
more? Then upgrade your Liberty to 
a Family Room. With the ability to 
mix and match all the options you can 
turn your Liberty into more than just 
a restroom. The baby changing station 
and waste basket are a great addition 
to increase flexibility and usability. The 
Pro-22 Handwash sink can be fitted with 
the Western Hand Pump system to give 
your customers the fresh flush option 
that leaves your restroom looking and 
smelling fresh. Multiple coat hooks and 
shelves give parents the room needed 
to keep their belongings off the floor 
and out of the way. The large mirror is 
a nice touch and brings that at-home 
feeling.

Liberty
Upgrades
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The Tag 4 balances the proven 
strengths of the original Tag sink with 
enhanced design and functionality to 
offer a more operator friendly free 
standing handwash station. Using 
industry leading technology, the Tag 4 
is more durable, easier to handle and 
service, and can be supplied faster, in 
larger quantities. With greater flexibility 
to hold almost any size soap and towel 
dispenser on the market while still 
fitting comfortably in most standard 
size portable restrooms for ease of 
transportation, the next generation Tag 
4 sink is a low maintenance, essential 
workhorse for your fleet.

Specifications
Height - 59”
Width - 19”
Length - 26.5”
Weight - 65 lbs
Fresh Volume - 22 gal
Waste Volume - 22 gal
Color - Gray
Towel Dispensers - 2
Soap Dispensers - 2

19”

26.5”

59”

Easy to Clean, 

Large Basins

New Quick Change, 

Universal Foot Pump

Serviceable from Both Sides

Tag 4 Tag 2
The Tag 2, Hand Wash Station is one of 
our most popular pieces of long-lasting 
equipment on the market. Its rugged 
construction matches the high quality 
of the Super Twin, yet its lightweight 
footprint makes it simple to transport. 
In fact, the Tag 2 will fit inside most 
standard size portable restrooms for 
delivery. The days of making two trips 
to deliver two restrooms and a sink are 
over!

Specifications
Height - 51.75”

Width - 17”
Length - 28.95”

Weight - 70 lbs
Fresh Volume - 24 gal
Waste Volume - 24 gal

Color - Gray
Towel Dispensers - 2

Soap Dispensers - 2

Molded-In
 Spigots For 

Decreased Vandalism

Lift Kit

(O
ptional)

Two Lockable Paper 

Towel Dispensers

28.95”

17”

51.75”

Lift Kit
Coming Soon
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Super
Twin

Specifications
Height - 47.75”
Width - 30.25”

Depth - 34”
Fresh Volume - 45 gal
Waste Volume - 45 gal

Color - Gray
Weight - 120 lbs

The Super Twin is the workhorse of the 
Satellite hand wash fleet. Super Twin’s 
durability, easy maintenance and  
money-saving features make it the  
industry’s premier hand washing station. 
With double the hand washing capacity 
of most standard units on the market 
and a wheelchair accessible accessory 
option, the Super Twin is the perfect 
choice for large construction sites,  
festivals or other highly attended events.

Hands-Free W
heelchair  

Accessible Sink (o
ptional)

High-Pressure

Water Nozzle

Foot Pump Operation

30.25”
34”

47.75” Specifications
Height - 36”
Width - 36”
Depth - 12”
Fresh Water - hook-ups included
Color - Gray
Weight - 18.5 lbs

2 Paper Towel
Dispensers

Large Wash Basin

Forearm Push Spigots

Hands
Free
Sink
The Satellite Industries Hands Free Sink 
is designed to reduce the possibility 
of cross contamination on agricultural 
sites. This sink allows users to wash 
hands without touching any of the sink 
features by hand. The spigot heads 
are operated with a forearm adapter, 
which allows the flow of water to be 
controlled without touching the water 
spigots directly.

36”

36”
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The AgWash™ upright handwash  
station mounts externally to all  
portable restrooms to comply with GAP 
(Good Agricultural Practices) open air 
requirements. It also exceeds GAP’s 
minimum tank requirement by holding 
17 gallons of water and is equipped with 
a soap and single use towel dispenser. 
The AgWash™ operates by pressing 
on a recessed foot pump and provides 
approximately 330 washes.

66.5”

11.25”
16”

375 Singlefold Or

200 Multifold 

Provides Approximately

990 Pumps Or 330 Washes

800ml Soap Dispenser

AgWash

Specifications
Height - 66.5”
Width - 16”
Depth - 11.25”
Fresh Volume - 17 gal
Color - Gray
Weight Empty - 18.5 lbs

Molded-In
 Spigots For 

Decreased Vandalism

Promount Board

with Mirror, Soap, and 

Paper Towel Dispenser

(O
ptional)

Available In A Slim

Model (P
ro-12)

Pro-12

Pro-22

Possibly the most flexible of the in-unit 
hand washing stations on the market, 
the Pro-12 provides ample reservoir 
space as well as the ability to place it in 
Vantage and Axxis portable restrooms 
without removing the urinal.

This rugged internal hand wash station 
requires the removal of the portable 
restroom urinal but gives the user 
22-gallons of freshwater capacity. In 
situations requiring a fresh water flushing 
system, the Pro-22 serves as the unit of 
choice for both hand washing and as 
the freshwater reservoir for the flushing 
waste tank.

Specifications
Height - 44”
Width - 19”
Depth - 10.5”

Color - Gray
Weight Empty - 17 lbs
Tank Volume - 12 gal

Specifications
Height - 44”
Width - 19”
Depth - 10.5”

Color - Gray
Weight Empty - 25 lbs
Tank Volume - 22 gal
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Specifications
Height - 38.5”
Width - 19”
Depth - 8”

Freshwater - 10 gal
Number of Uses - 200
Weight Empty - 13.2 lbs

Foot Pump Operation

Highly Polished 

For Easy Cleaning

(M
axim 3000)

Water-Conserving 

“Fan Spraying” Nozzle

(Slimmate 3)

Maxim
3000
Sink

Specifications
Height - 44”
Width - 22”
Depth - 9”

Freshwater - 8.5 gal
Number of Uses - 200
Weight Empty - 12.4 lbs

Stylish corner in-unit sink with foot 
pump integrates seamlessly with the 
interior of the Maxim 3000. Extra-large 
basin is highly polished for easy  
cleaning and to keep it looking clean 
after multiple uses.

Slimmate 3
This compact in-unit sink has a water-conserving “fan spray” nozzle and still 
has a generous amount of fresh water for a high number of washes per fill. 
The foot pedal is positioned so users can operate the unit easily and get a 
thorough washing with limited pumps.

Satellite’s Hand Sanitizer Station is the perfect solution 
for crowded venues, special events or job sites.  
Cleaning hands frequently helps to reduce the spread 
of bacteria and germs that cause sickness. The  
sanitizing dispensers are conveniently spaced around 
the stand to allow simultaneous use. Three of the 
dispensers are mounted at standard height. The fourth 
dispenser is mounted at an ADA-approved level.

Pre-Drilled

Stake-Down Holes(Poly)

Fits Most Portable Restrooms

For Easy Transportation

Base Holds Up To 200 lbs Of

Water For Superb Stability

(Handistand)

Handistand
The low-cost HandiStand will pay for itself in half the time and cost less to 
maintain than most other hand sanitation stands. The HandiStand is made 
from unbreakable molded polyethylene that can withstand the force of 
vandals and nature so you can keep renting it year after year. If faster profits 
and long-term benefits are what you want from a hand sanitation stand, then 
Handistand will deliver.

Sanitizer
Station
SAT | Poly

20”

18”

20”

18”

60”

51”
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300 gal
SAT

The 300 gallon tank uses 3” Fernco 
style couplings at any of eight 
recessed port locations. It has three 
locations for optional 10” man-ways. 
The indented sides of this tank allow 
it to sit between and over the wheel 
wells of a standard pickup bed.

250 gal
SAT | Poly

Satellite | PolyPortables’ 250-gallon 
rotationally molded polyethylene 
holding tank works well in many 
applications. The low profile tank has 
dimensions of: 6’ x 3’, 11.5” x 18”.

Four 3” clean out ports are typically 
installed on each tank, but custom 
tanks with as few as two ports may 
be produced. A uni-seal grommet and 
threaded PVC connector are inserted 
in each port.

250 gal
SAT

The 250 gallon tank uses 3” PVC 
spigot assemblies which can be 
installed at any of 10 recessed
locations. It has two locations for 
optional 10” man-ways. The width of 
this tank allows it to sit between the 
wheel wells of a standard pickup. 

250 gal
SAT | Five Peaks

Satellite | Five Peaks 250 gallon  
holding tank is fitted with six  
recessed 3” Fernco style couplings, 
one 10” manway installed and a second 
location where you can install another 
10” manway. The deep channels in the 
tank add strength and rigidness, allow 
multiple tanks to be stacked on top 
of each other without warping. Extra 
thick side walls prevent wear-through 
from dragging and sliding and the 
width of the tank allows it to fit easily 
between the wheel wells of a standard 
pick-up, for ease of travel.

Specifications
Height - 16.35”
Width - 60”
Depth - 95”

Freshwater - 300 gal
Color - Dark Gray & Natural
Weight - 136.3 lbs

Specifications
Height - 18”
Width - 47.5”
Depth - 72”

Freshwater - 250 gal
Color - Natural
Weight - 100 lbs

Specifications
Height - 17”
Width - 46”
Depth - 92”

Freshwater - 250 gal
Color - Gray
Weight - 129 lbs

Specifications
Height - 18.18”
Width - 48”
Depth - 78”

Freshwater - 250 gal
Color - Dark Gray & Natural
Weight - 100 lbs

Containment
System
With increasing regulations for waste 
tanks and external storage tanks, 
Satellite has developed a 250-gallon 
Holding Tank Containment System 
designed to prevent contamination 
due to failure or overflow. Direct 
port connections allow the service 
technician to service the tank without 
removing the lid.

Containment
Tray
Pioneer Unit Hauler

Satellite’s Pioneer Containment tray is 
built to fit on the Pioneer trailers. The 
tray is built with high density plastic to 
withstand the road travel and trailer 
flex. Satellite’s Pioneer Containment 
Tray catches wash down and fit all 
standard size restroom bases.

Containment
Tray
SAT

Durable tray to catch wash down. Built 
strong for continual use, Satellite’s 
containment tray has a thickened base 
to hold its shape, last longer and fit all 
standard size restroom bases.

Fresh Water
Delivery 
System
Satellite’s Fresh Water Delivery 
System is a staple in the on-site water 
delivery. Our system is specifically 
designed for use with office trailer 
toilets or permanently installed sink 
fixtures. We offer this fresh water 
system in both 60 and 275 gallon sizes.
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Lift Kit

Our new wet lift is more universal than any of our 
previous wet lifts. It is compatible with the Axxis  
(w/Impact BaseTM only) Tufway, Maxim 3000, and 
the Global II with the blow-mold base or Impact 
BaseTM. This newly designed lift allows you to move 
it from model to model in a relatively short time 
making it extremely versatile.

• Max. lift weight including lift kit and restroom is 
1014 lbs  (460 kg).

• Not to be used for lifting people or objects 
other than a single standard toilet.

Lift Kit

Uniquely fitted to the Highrise unit, a firm bond is 
made as the metal bars fasten directly to the unit 
and the top section has the added flexibility to pivot 
for added clearance.

Lift Kit

Servicing multi-story construction sites are easier 
than ever, with Satellite Industries portable 
restroom lift kits. To build, simply attach the steel 
sling to the skid of your standard size portable 
restroom and a crane will be able to lift the unit into 
location on an upper floor. 

*Sat | Poly Lift Kit only fits older models of the 
Axxis, Vantage and Integra.

Lift Kit

Need a restroom that can fit inside any freight 
elevator? Look no further, the Poly Mini can do just 
that while retaining all the comforts of a standard 
size restroom with the added flexibility of a lift kit 
for ultimate portability.

Sat | Poly Highrise Poly Mini

Universal
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Tag 2
Lift Kit

Increasingly, construction sites are requiring hand washing options. As is the 
case with portable restroom units, hand wash stations need to go where the 
workers are located, even in high-rise applications.

Tag 4
Lift Kit

Like its predecessor, the Tag2, the Tag4 is going high places. That is why 
our Engineers are hard at work finalizing the design on the Tag 4 Lift Kit. 
Functionality and mobility are the driving forces behind our new design. A 
heavy-duty Y-frame structure on one side provides the support and strength 
needed to lift the Tag4 to the top of a high-rise building. The open design 
allows for quick servicing and easy access to the freshwater fill and graywater 
evac-port. With the framework bolted to the cart the Tag 4 lift kit allows the 
Tag 4 to go anywhere! 

Coming Soon

Pathfinder
The Pathfinder is a state-of-the-art sanitizing 
system that mounts to any service vehicle. 
It has a unique low pressure, chemical 
injection delivery system that proportions 
the chemical/water mix for maximum 
effectiveness. This system allows you to 
spray a cleaning agent like Pathfinder 
Solution or a hospital grade, EPA registered 
disinfectant like Enviro Bac 2 evenly 
throughout the restroom.

This sanitizing system reduces mold and 
odor causing bacteria by a staggering 86% 
over traditional cleaning methods. The 
benefit of our system over the traditional 
“scrub brush and soap” method is that we 
are not transferring bacteria and germs from 
one unit to another.

Everyone will appreciate the fresh, clean 
appearance of your restroom even more, 
knowing it has been thoroughly sanitized 
with each service.

Intended Uses
Portable Restrooms
Handwash Sinks
Restroom Trailers
Shower Trailers
Holding tanks
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WCA Flush Kits
Freedom & Liberty

Standard Flush Kits
Global, Axxis, Tufway, Maxim 3000, Aspen, and High Rise

Hand Flush | Recirculating
The Western re-circulating flushing system is a quick 
and easy flushing upgrade to Satellite’s wheelchair 
accessible restrooms. Satellite’s re-circulating filter  
system prevents waste from being pumped back 
through the bowl. Leaving it looking fresh and clean 
after each use. The western hand flush pump system 
fits both the 35 gallon and 68-gallon waste tanks.

Hand Flush | Fresh Flush
If you are looking at making your Liberty restroom 
more family friendly, then the Western Fresh Flush is 
a great upgrade for you. The western hand flush pump 
system easily attaches to the freshwater tank on the 
Pro-22 handwash sink giving your customers a full day 
service for both handwashing and flushing.

Flapper Bowl
This unique flush system features a plastic flapper bowl 
that hides waste from view and seals tight to reduce 
odor. Retrofit any of Satellite’s standard units and some 
specialty units into a flushing unit with the versatile 
flapper bowl. Flapper bowls can be installed as a fresh 
flush if the Pro-22 sink is included or recirculating flush 
system if no sink is present. The flapper bowl flush 
system is available with a hand or foot pump option.

*Flapper bowl does not fit Axxis or Aspen portable
restrooms. Foot Flush option is not available on High 
Rise portable restroom.

Western Bowl
The Western re-circulating flushing system is a popular 
option for customers since it can be installed quickly 
to easily upgrade any of Satellite’s standard, wheelchair 
accessible and many other portable restrooms into 
a flushing unit. Satellite’s re-circulating filter system 
prevents waste from being pumped back through the 
bowl. Leaving it looking fresh and clean after each use. 
The western bowl flush system is available with a hand 
or foot pump option.

*Foot Flush option is not available on HighRise 
portable restroom.

Flip Top Tank
Satellite’s Flip Top tank has a powerful nozzle flushing 
system. This unique system is operated by a low-
maintenance hand pump installed on the waste tank 
deck or foot pump installed into the plastic rotomolded 
skid. Using fresh water from the Pro-22 sink to flush 
the waste, each user gets that at-home experience in a 
portable restroom. 

*This tank fits Satellite’s Axxis and Vantage rotomolded 
base portable restrooms.
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